


Headwaters’ mission is to inspire a passion for volunteerism and service to others. Volunteerism has always 
been promoted by Orion and its related companies. After Hurricane Katrina in 2005, a grassroots effort we 
called the River of Hope, evolved into what was later established as the non-profit, Headwaters Relief 
Organization.   We chose to further commit to the core values of service and volunteerism on behalf of the 
related companies when we created an expectation among our employees that supported these values.  Any 
management and administrative employee that chooses to work with the companies is provided paid time off 
to volunteer for an activity of their own choosing, such as a school event with one’s children, church 
activities, the Multiple Sclerosis walk, Habitat for Humanity, and other community causes including 
Headwaters Relief Organization. 
 
We are proud of the number of employees who volunteer each year, as it symbolizes our commitment to the 
community. Thirty-five percent of these employees decide to volunteer for Headwaters and since 2009, an 
average of 97.2% employees of relate\s companies volunteer for at least one activity per year. 
 
We believe that as an organization, in order to promote volunteerism and community service, we need to 
demonstrate our own level of commitment. Headwaters Relief Organization continues to inspire us to give to 
our communities. 
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Board of Directors 
Mary Anderson   Dave Combs   Kathy holz 

Kelly Trolander   Amy Kelly   Brad Benesh   Judy Guerro 

Joel LeVahn   DelRae Messer   Tony Vanelli   Dale Ballman 
 

Team Members 
Dr. Rebecca Hage Thomley   Cheryl Vennerstrom   Toni Thulan   Dr. Roshan Khatri   Ashley Emry 
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Johns Hopkins School of Public Health 
Excellence in International Public Health 
Practice award 2021- for leading ongoing 
projects in combatting human trafficking 
through storytelling. 

We are particularly proud of the award 
received for the John Hopkins Bloomberg 
School of Public Health Education. It is 
currently recognized as the leading 
academic institution in response to public 
health issues. 
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Many volunteers have worked with Dave. For Headwaters, he represents an 
individual who has truly committed his entire life to serving others. Dave 
continues to inspire every life he touches. 
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